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demonstrated great
fortitude during the
academic year.
Students

have

18 years (up to 19th birthday) in Berkshire. It is a
safe and secure means of accessing support for
young people’s emotional health and wellbeing
been

needs from a professional team of qualified

awarded unique school

counsellors.

badges for showing an

about the service by following this link: Kooth

abundance of positivity,

Video

optimism and courage

The Little Blue Book of Sunshine, is a local mental

even in the face of these

health booklet aimed at teenagers.

most uncertain times.

offers practical and useful advice and aims to

To view Presentation Evening - please
click here

You can also view a short video

The book

help young people by
sharing many tips on
how

to

deal

with

many problems, such

Summer support

as

anxiety,

stress,

body
Our Chair of Local Advisors in her vote of
thanks at the end of our Virtual Presentation
Evening rightly acknowledges, “there is not a
family who has not found (at least moments) in
the last year trying, and for some the trials
caused by the pandemic have been very
painful.”

image,

relationships,

and

anger. It also includes
information
where

to

about
get

help

when they need it.
The booklet is also
available in Apple Books and Google Play Books.

Catch up
Students during the last two academic years
have experienced an interrupted education;
remote education however well delivered is
imperfect

and

cannot

replace

face-to-face

learning. Whilst we might be optimistic that next
year will not mean significant periods away from
school, I know you will want to understand our
Recognising that the summer holiday can be a plans in ensuring students make good progress

long time away from the mental health and in their studies in the new year and beyond.
wellbeing support provided in school I wanted to The DfE has provided some (albeit rather limited
highlight other local area support. In particular I and certainly a great deal less than we would
wanted to promote www.kooth.com. Kooth is a have hoped) additional “catch up funds” which of
free online counselling and emotional wellbeing course

we

intend

support service providing young people aged 11- maximum impact!

to

deploy

for

absolute

based learning tool that supports
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learning for students in Key Stage 4.
It teaches and checks understanding
through short instructional videos

We have based our thinking of best practice
research and this includes:

of

(known as ‘pods’) and diagnostic
quizzes. Teachers will use the content in class

Whole-school approach: support the quality time and for personal study to guide students
teaching,

such

as

staff

professional through specific topics.

development; pupil assessment and feedback The DfE has also launched an information site
for parents, featuring advice and support on
and transition support
 Targeted approaches: and other evidence- catch-up programmes and fun activities for all
children and young people in England. The site
based intervention programmes
also caters to parents of children with special
 Wider strategies: tackle non-academic
educational needs and disabilities and covers
barriers to success in school, such as attendance
mental health and early years as well as catchand social and emotional support.
up for 11-16 and 16-19-year-olds.

Present Year 10 and Year 12 cohort

In particular, students in Key Stage 3 in
September will be introduced to an independent
but supportive reading programme launch.

As

well as an in-school, reading strategy, students
will have access to an internet-based software
called Accelerated Reader (AR).

This package

uses reading age to suggest books that match
pupils’ needs (in other words, checks they are

reading books that are not too easy and that will
challenge them) and perhaps more critically
matches their specific interests.
All books in our library have been re-categorised
to help students pick the right books for their
reading ability. Pupils take computerised quizzes
on the books and earn points as they progress,
which are rewarded in school.

Research

supports the benefits of this reading programme.
The study found that Year 7 pupils who were
offered Accelerated Reader made three months
additional progress in reading compared to other
similar pupils.
For our older students, we have purchased and
will launch GCSEPod, which is an app and web

Although obviously it is important to say that no
individual school year is more important than
another (given every year is an important
building block to the next) our next public exam
cohort is unique. They are unique because part
of their two year exam course has been
interrupted and they will have seen the two
cohorts

ahead

of

them

experience

both

unexpected and very late decisions to cancel
public examinations.
No doubt, this will have made them and you as
parents, concerned about the future.

It is

imperative that these exam cohorts are given
certainty and clarity about the measures that
need to be taken to mitigate disruption to their
education during this and indeed the last
academic year.

The Education Secretary

confirmed his intention for exams to go ahead
in 2022 and has launched a consultation here
on a “package of measures to help mitigate the
impact of disruption to students’ education.”
The draft plans include a choice of topics for
some GCSE/A-Level subjects and advance
information about the focus of exams in others.
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Frustratingly however we have been told that

the months ahead. The moment we are told,

we must wait until the autumn (and are not

we will give students and their families

provided with a fixed date to expect an

absolute clarity in what is expected and give

announcement)

them every possible help in preparing for

to

find

out

the

exact

approach.

these requirements.

Consequently, I do encourage students and

committed to support, spur on and be as ever

their parents to take part in the consultation

their greatest encouragers in their learning

and, if they are able, to offer views on

journey in the year ahead.

proposals.

Proposals include a choice of

topics in exams, along with changes to the

Above all, we are

Standards for the new school year

requirements for the delivery of practical
activities, in some subjects, and method of

During this terribly interrupted year, I have been

assessment in art and design.

There is also

very comfortable in supporting some flexibility

the consideration to give advance information

around uniform standards as students adjusted

on the “focus of the content of exams” in the

to the necessary Covid secure routines and new

majority of subjects at GCSE, AS and A-Level

protocols such as wearing a face covering and

as well as “support materials” provided for

particularly wanted to recognise the hardship on

exams in Maths, Physics and Combined

families in lockdown.

Science exams.

It was our main and absolute priority to get
everyone safely back to school and engaged
with learning!

Now that shops have fully

reopened and students return for a brand new
academic year I just wanted to take the moment
to seek your support for a strong start to the
new year and so do draw your attention to
uniform guidance that can be found here on the
school website.
As well as the proposed adaptations, Ofqual is

I hope you don’t mind me emphasising two

“also

grade

areas that seem to regularly bring some

qualifications in 2022 in a way that is as fair

challenge. Firstly, shoes should be entirely black

as possible to students in that year, those who

and leather (this can include footwear that has

took qualifications in previous years, and

the styling of trainers for comfort but still do

those who will take them in the future”.

need to be fully black and leather – whether real

Ofqual will make a final determination once

or faux!).

2021

challenge the perennial issue of skirt length. So

considering

results

are

how

known,

best

and

to

will

also

We continue our ongoing efforts to

announce its decisions in the Autumn Term.

perennial is the issue I can only imagine that if

I am very sensitive to the fact that these

there were schools in cavemen/women times

cohorts may be anxious. I would simply

that the sabre tooth tiger fur skirts would not

emphasise that we will carefully guide and give

have come near to touching the top of the knee!

every support to our students as they navigate

From September, students are no longer
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required to wear masks nor be kept separate in

bubbles and therefore students will be able to
enjoy whole school breaks and a longer
Girls may of course wear trousers and many do.

lunchtime together. For our older students this

Skirts if worn should be tailored and not a “jersey

means a return to the start of the common

material, tube type” which tends to be very easily

school day at 8.30am. Lesson 6 is reserved for

(too easily) “rolled” at the waist!

some A-Level lessons.

The school, managed magnificently by the PTA,
holds a good level of stock of nearly new and
good quality uniform; if you have any challenges
with uniform do let us know, we want to and will
help.

In September we very much look forward to
relaunching our full suite of extracurricular
opportunities and this includes the return to
school trips albeit contained initially to day
visits.

All students in Years 7 – 11 are warmly

encouraged to use the library from 3pm to read
or complete independent study.
relaunching

our

full

suite

We are

of

residential

educational and international visits from the
summer term and beyond.
The DfE, recognising that we cannot entirely
predict the future, asks Headteachers to design
an “outbreak management plan”.

At St.

Crispin’s this would mean a time limited
resumption of the current bubble school days
including

Covid 19

staggered

arrival,

departure,

separated entry/exit, breaks and lunchtimes.
If this were to be required, I would of course

As you will be very aware of in the press, the

write to you to remind you of these exact

advice

timings and/or remote learning arrangements.

and

guidance

to

schools

in

the

management of Covid 19 has been changed for

This

could

also

include

the start of the new school year.

resumption of wearing masks in communal
areas or classrooms or both.

the

temporary
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Whilst I hope we will never again enact an
outbreak management plan, the pragmatist
in me knows it is probable. Whilst I cannot
predict the need for enacting this plan, I do
intend for us to keep parts of this interrupted
year’s new practice and this includes our new
way of conducting parents evenings online
which

have

received

universal

positive

feedback.
Our Covid secure basics remain as they ever
were. The simple rules are:

Critically all members of the school community
are strongly encouraged to continue with
regular lateral flow testing.

We plan to begin

the new academic year with holding in-school
mass asymptomatic testing. This testing regime
will begin days before the formal start of term
to ensure that students may return safely to
school and to help manage the significant

logistics in managing over 1200 tests means this
will require testing before the term begins and a
very small staggered start to the new school
year.
As previously, we require your permission here
to conduct and process the tests on site. Unless
you have completed the consent form we will
not be able to carry out the test. I also share a
privacy notice here, which explains how your
child’s data would be used and shared.

No

testing is compulsory but for obvious reasons is
warmly encouraged.
Probably the most important of these simple
rules is that all members of the school
community, students, staff and other adults
should follow public health advice on when to
self-isolate and especially that no one should
come into school if they have symptoms,
have had a positive test result or other
reasons requiring them to stay at home due
to the risk of them passing on Covid-19 (for
example, they are required to quarantine).
Alongside these Covid secure arrangements
we will be keeping classrooms and communal
areas cleaned, as they are now, and well

ventilated by keeping windows and doors
ajar whilst balancing the comfort of students
during inclement weather.

No longer are

schools required to be involved in the
exacting task of close contact tracing, which
will, instead be delivered via NHS Track and
Trace.

For their first test, students will need to attend
the school site with the sole purpose of taking
the test. This should take no longer than fifteen
to twenty minutes in total with the test itself
taking approximately five minutes. All tests will
take place in the school gym and students are
not, for this first test, required to wear school
uniform. We will of course give special support
and guidance for our new Year 7s who will be
unfamiliar with the testing regime.
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On these testing days there will be clear signage at
the front of school and members of staff on hand

to support and direct students to the school gym. The gym is set up with lots of testing tables and
there will be a simple one-way system to manage the flow in and out of the space. Testing will be
overseen by a combination of paid staff and volunteers. Parents/carers will be informed of their
child’s test as previously via text/email via the NHS system.
Year Group

1st Test Day/Date

Time

Sixth Form

Wed 1.9.21
Alphabetical order A-G
Alphabetical order H-N
Alphabetical order 0-Z

1pm
1.20pm
1.40pm

Wed 1.9.21
X side
Y side

1.30pm
1.45pm

School gym

Wed 1.9.21
X side
Y side

2.30pm
2.45pm

School gym

1pm
1.15pm

School gym

Year 11

Year 10

Year 9

Year 8

Year 7

Fri 3.9.21
X side
Y side
Fri 3.9.21
X side
Y side
Thurs 2.9.21
Alphabetical order A-G
Alphabetical order H-N
Alphabetical order 0-Z

1.30pm
1.45pm
2.30pm
2.50pm
3.10pm

Venue

School gym

School gym

School gym

Year Group

2nd Test Day/Date

Time

Venue

Sixth Form

Mon 6.9.21

3pm

School gym

Year 11

Mon 6.9.21

3pm (TBC)

School gym

Year 10

Mon 6.9.21

1.50pm (P5)

School gym

Year 9

Tues 7.9.21

9.55am (P2)

School gym

Year 8

Weds 8.9.21

1.50pm (P5)

School gym

Year 7

Tues 7.9.21

1.50pm (P5)

School gym

As with all lateral flow tests that many of us have become so familiar with, the test itself is simple

and involves taking a swab. Up to one third of people who have coronavirus are asymptomatic.
By testing, we will help to reduce the spread in school settings through asymptomatic
transmission.

The subsequent lateral flow test on site will take place over a 3-5 day spacing.

Thereafter students will be encouraged to conduct twice-weekly testing at home.
My strong hope is that this lateral flow return to school testing regime will allow us to take a
strong step to help everyone remain safe and preserve as long as we might, an uninterrupted
start to the school year.

Monday 6th September arrangements
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New students in Year 7 and Year 12 will join
us on Friday 3rd September (lessons start
P3).
Our youngest new students, as you may
know, have not yet even been able to

Year
Group

Arrive at

On arrival to
go to…

Date of
Headteacher
Assembly

7

8.30am

Form Room

12

8.30am

Form Room

Friday 3rd
9.15am
Friday 3rd
9.45am

13

8.30am

Friday 10th
8.40am – Head
of Sixth Form

11

8.30am

Assembly –
Sixth Form
Atrium, then
to Form
Rooms
Form Room

10

8.30am

Form Room

Monday 6th
9.00am

9

8.30am

Form Room

Monday 6th
8.40am

8

8.30am

Form Room

Tuesday 7th
8.40am

physically visit the school and so they will

Monday 6th
9.20am

have a special “Great St. Crispin’s Drop Off

presentation of the new student Head Team to

event” with their parents/carers between

the student body.

8.40am and 9.00am where they will get to

something of the normal has given a tantalizing

meet their tutors and have a special welcome

sense of return to the way things should be.

into their very first day of secondary school.

The experiences of this year, however, have

Year 12 will have their own special welcome

taught me that there is a very thin line between

albeit they do not require (nor probably

the veneer of normality and the unpredicted. I

want) to be “dropped off” in quite the same

can only thank you in advance, therefore, for

way as our Year 7s! Year 12 should arrive at

everything that you continue to do in your

9.30am and go directly to the Sixth Form

family lives to mitigate against and minimise

Atrium.

the chance of infection and transmission at

All other students return to school on

school.

Monday 6th September (lessons start P2).

team effort between pupils, parents and all at

The last day of this term is Friday 16

St. Crispin’s and I am grateful to everyone in the

th

and the school will close at 1pm.

July

These small returns to

The past year really has been a true

school community.
All that remains is to wish all our students and

Finally

families a very happy
and

healthy

I end my part of the newsletter glimpsing the break.
much awaited summer weather. Our last days Ginny Rhodes
of term allowed for a terrific Sports Day and the Headteacher

summer

SCHOOL
NEWS

The Great Big School Clean
on the edges of the field because it is the most
biodiverse area of the field, and we want to
protect it as much as possible.
We divided into two teams – my team started in
front of the Maths and English block and then
started to move around to the biodiversity
woodland area by the MUGA. After that we
made our way around most of the field edge
before moving back around to the English and
Maths block.
On 7th June, around 20 students from

The second team worked along the alleyway by

Years 7-10 took part in Keep Britain

Westende School and then went to the King

Tidy “The Great Big School Clean” by

George V field to go litter picking.

going litter picking around the King

public park we wanted to make sure it was clean

George V field and the St. Crispin’s

for the public to use and to help the community.

school site.

We even saw the other team across the fence!

In both litter picks we chose to focus Juliet Moir and Anoushka Shah, 9JA

As it is a

Green Team and
Science Club Joint
Project
Energy efficiency
investigation

and

thermal

imaging

During the Spring Term we used a thermal
imaging camera to investigate how effective
insulation is at St. Crispin’s. Our school has got a
variety of different buildings of different ages
and materials and we set out to investigate
which areas are most in need of improvement
and modernisation with better insulation.

methods were very effective and they are not a
priority for improvement.
In contrast, the most poorly insulated building
was the Drama Studio. We know this because
the heat difference between the interior and
exterior surfaces of the windows and walls was
much smaller and therefore a lot of heat was
lost to the outside. Whilst there is a heater in the
classroom the windows are very thin. This
means that a lot of heat is lost in this way and
the room is difficult and expensive to heat in
colder weather.
We concluded that the
insulation here was not effective and should be
a priority for improvement. This would increase
the comfort of the teaching room, save money
and reduce CO2 emissions.

To study this we took measurements on five
consecutive days and recorded the temperature
of the air and of the windows and walls using a
thermometer and a thermal imaging camera.
The camera was purchased from a grant
awarded from the Institute of Physics (IOP)
specifically
for
this
project.
These
measurements included measurements of both
the inside and outside surfaces of the windows
and walls so that we could see how much heat is
lost and where insulation could be improved. For
accuracy, our measurements included the
temperature of windows, outside facing walls, Alba Searle, Anoushka Shah, Juliet Moir,
inside facing walls and the curtains.
Angus Helyer and Joseph Miller worked with
We took measurements in four different zones of Mrs Hearn and Mr Hudson to produce this
different ages and construction: the Science report.
block, English block, the Drama studio and a
Geography classroom in the tower.

The most effective insulation could be found in
the Science block which was to be expected as it
is the newest building in school. As such, it also
has under-floor heating and double-glazed
windows. The temperatures recorded on the
interior and exterior surfaces were the highest
which told us that the insulation and heating

Virtual Presentation
Evening
On Wednesday 14th July we hosted our
virtual Presentation Evening. It is
traditional at the end of the summer
term to recognise the outstanding effort
and achievement that our students have
made throughout the year.
This unusual year saw students from all
year groups presented with a Fortitude
Award in recognition of their hard work
during this academic year and the
resilience they have shown. They were
awarded a badge and St. Crispin’s School
planted a tree for all of them in Kenya
through the organisation Plant for the
Planet.
Viewers listened to a speech by guest
speaker James Dahl, Master of
Wellington College, pictured left, who
praised students for displaying true
strength,
character
and
courage
throughout the pandemic.

Headteacher, Ms Rhodes thanked
students
for
their
hard
work,
commitment and effort during this
extraordinary year. Thanks was also
given to Wellington College for their
financial support and generosity which
Above, Head Boy reading out has made our bond even stronger.
award winners names

Chair of Local Advisors, Maura Brittain,
congratulated students on their achievements and assured them of how
proud we all are of every single one of them. She urged them to look
forward to the future and focus on the gains from the past year

Presentation Evening can now be viewed on the website please click here
Well done and thank you to all of our students, parents/carers and
families for their hard work and support throughout this academic year.

On Friday 7th May, ten Year 7 girls had the opportunity to blast off
for a Space Adventure. Their mission was to rescue the crew from
the Apollo 11 spacecraft. They had 30 minutes to crack a code and
open the spacecraft door.
During the activity the students researched famous female space
engineers such as Barbara Johnson, Doris Chandler, Margaret W.
Brennecke, Dottie Lee, Phyllis Gaylard and Mary Jackson who all
worked on the Apollo 11 spacecraft. They had a fantastic adventure
and are now working on bringing the fun of science and engineering
to primary students with their take on ‘escape from Diagon Alley’ watch this space. Mrs Beglin, Teacher of STEM/Art and Design

Pharmaceutical
Careers Day

National
Space Day

On Wednesday 7th July a group of Year 10 girls
had the opportunity to find out more about
careers in the pharmaceutical industry. The
event was held over Zoom in the school library.

Jelisa Bennet in Year 10 is working
on her Leadership award and
every Thursday after school she
supports students, Sophie Barnes,
Lauren Wesley, Valynda Carvalho and Grace
Baker develop a robotics challenge to bring to
primary schools.
The challenge is based around Diagon Alley
from Harry Potter and using iMOVE cars and
Micro bits funded by the Royal Academy of
Engineering the students are developing an
activity ‘shop till you drop’ in Diagon Alley.
Participants of the activity will be give a
shopping list for the new start to the year at
Hogwarts. They will have to programme their
iMOVE cars to visit a number of shops in Diagon
Alley such as Quidditch Supplies and Weasleys'
Wizard Wheezes among others.
Westende School will test out the activity in the
last week of term on ZOOM with the Robotics

Diagon Alley

team as due to COVID restrictions they will not
be able to visit in person.

Mrs Beglin, Teacher of STEM/Art and Design

Over the Easter holidays and during summer half term many of our
Year 8 and 9 students signed up for the Smallpeice Trust courses.
These courses are inspired and led by the National Cyber Security
Centre (NCSC) a part of GCHQ. CyberFirst introduces young people
with a passion for computing and our digital world to the intricacies
and opportunities of cyber security. Students gained skills, experience
and exposure that could empower them to be the future first line of
defence in our CyberFirst world. For more information on courses available
over the summer please click below. https://www.smallpeicetrust.org.uk/
timetable?sort=course_yeargroup&direction=asc

Smallpeice
Trust

Mrs Beglin, Teacher of STEM/Art and Design
Over the Easter holidays I took part in
the
Industrial
Cadets
placement
scheme. Due to COVID restrictions the
course was all online. This organisation
gives young people like me an insight
into the opportunities there are in STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths). During the week through activities and talks I gained
valuable insight into the world of work, developed employability skills, career awareness and had
the opportunity to develop links with some people in the industry. Matthew Lees, 10AWS

STEM

The Lego Mindstorms team are also hard at
work developing their skills to take on the
challenges next term when hopefully they will
be able to attend a live event.
Arav Sahoo is the latest member of the team
and he is supported by Sheville Carvalho and
Samual Shave.
The team took away a prize for their efforts on
the online event this year but would much
prefer to get back to the live challenges and
defend the regional title that they won pre
COVID.
See an update later on in the newsletter.

Mrs Beglin, Teacher of STEM/Art and Design

Lego
Mindstorms

Energy
Quest

Energy Quest is a curriculum-linked programme for schools which
encourages young people to find out all about sustainable energy
and learn about associated engineering careers.
Funded by Shell, over the last six years Engineering UK has
developed Energy Quest into a well-received programme. Energy
Quest is designed to unlock student’s inner engineer as they
explore sustainable energy sources. Our students had the
opportunity to make fruit batteries and also generate voltage
from magnets. They also found out about the career opportunities
in Engineering. Mrs Beglin, Teacher of STEM/Art and Design

Year 7 Art

Emily Cannan,
7AW

Basil and Crew
Mobile Farm

This year our Animal Care students have not chickens and tortoise were once again safe.
had the chance to visit a farm. Instead, they had The students then had a level of access not
the opportunity to put their animal handling normally granted at other shows and they were

skills to the test when ‘Basil and Crew’ brought able to carry out health inspections, clean the ear
their farm to us! We have long petitioned for a wax out of a rabbits ear (there was a genuine
school donkey and it was finally here, on site, need, we did not put the ear wax in, just so the
along with two goats (which is apparently also a students could take it out), put saddles on a
prohibited item on the list of what students and donkey and Shetland pony, take a goat for a
staff cannot bring to school). We set up the farm walk and probably the highlight for many, bottle
at the end of the field, having decided that feed new lambs.
without the aid of Banny’s golf cart, Ms Rhodes This session gave the students a fantastic
would have too far to go to evict them!

opportunity, but they conducted themselves in

We are somewhat concerned at the start of the the best possible way and our visitors shared
visit as our resident red kites and a large gang that they were far and away the best group they
of their mates started circling somewhat closer have worked with, well behaved, safe and
than we are used to… clearly deciding if it was sensible around the animals and hard working.
worth the effort to help themselves to a chicken Dr Dan Rose, Head of Science
or two. A hastily erected camo-net and the

As part of the Key Stage 3 science curriculum, our
Year 7 scientists investigate the importance of
pollinators and their role in ensuring the supply of fruit
and vegetables into the food chain. To give our
students an insight into this topic and the wider
research being done in this area, we were delighted to
welcome an online talk from Dr. Clara Montgomery,
an associate researcher at the University of Bristol
and teacher at Harper-Adams University, who
specialises in bees, their role in agricultural pollination,
and the influence of electrostatic charge on their
effectiveness as pollinators.

World Bee
Day 20th May
2021

Dr. Montgomery’s talk gave the students an
introduction to the role pollinators play in our food
supply, what threats they face, and how we can help
our pollinators thrive. Our Year 7s participated well in
the talk and had some excellent, wide-ranging
questions for the speaker such as: “What’s it like to be
a woman scientist?”, “What type of flowers do bees
like the most?”, “Do different flowers have different
electric charges?”, to recount just a few.

Mr Philips, PGCE Trainee in Science

After completing their end of year
exams in science and learning the core
content for the year, Year 7 have been

exploring science and carrying out
projects into space in a series of
lessons culminating in the production
of a presentation of their work on space. To celebrate this work, all
Year 7 students visited a giant 8m wide indoor planetarium or
space dome.
Peter from the Astronomy Roadshow took the students on a tour
of the planets and space, all projected onto the walls and ceiling of
the dome, creating the illusion of being in space. The night sky
rotated above them and students were taught about star
constellations, how to navigate by the North star and why you can
always see the stars when you are on the moon, whatever the time
of day. (It is because it has no atmosphere, so the light is not
scattered to create a "sky" during the daytime so you can still see
the stars). Dr Dan Rose, Head of Science

Year 7
Astronomy
Space Dome

The Great St. Crispin’s
Road Trip
Transition Visits

During the week of the 21st June, Mr Blyth, Mrs
Harvey and Mr Mulloy embarked on the Great St.
Crispin’s Road Trip as Year 6 students were sadly
unable to join us for their induction days.

We

managed to visit all our newbies to answer all their
questions about coming to St. Crispin’s, provide

them with their information booklet and give them
their own personal copy of The Boy at the Back of
the

Class

(with

accompanying

personalised

bookmark!) which will be used for their reading
challenge over the summer break.

Mr Blyth, Deputy Headteacher and Transition
Lead

Welcome to our
new Year 7s

The Great St. Crispin’s
Road Trip
continued

Youth MP

Students
from
secondary
schools
across
Wokingham
have elected a new
Youth MP and Vice
Youth MP.
The programme is run
by the British Youth
Council,
young
people use their voice
to bring about social
change through representation and campaigning.
On Tuesday 4th May each candidate selected by
their school was put forward to be elected.
Jonathan Dodd, a Year 11 student from Emmbrook
School, was elected as Youth MP and a Year 9
student from St. Crispin’s (pictured right) was elected
Vice Youth MP. A huge congratulations and well
done to everyone involved.

Mrs Bennetts, Student Leadership Coordinator

Year 10 Animal Care students and a group of our Year 9 students got

Reptile
Encounter

up close to the cast of "Snakes on a Plane" (and friends!). In some
cases, very upclose! In Year 10, a group of our students are working
towards their BTEC in Animal Care which involves learning about the
risks and hazards of working with animals, understanding animal
welfare and identifying signs of ill health in animals. In addition to the
specialist subject knowledge, this course also helps to develop
independent working skills, report writing and a range of other
transferable skills. In the current module, students are learning
how to safely handle animals, including lizards, tortoises and

snakes.
Our guest from Berkshire Reptile Encounters, who rescues and
rehomes reptiles from across Berkshire, brought with him a
fearsome array of snakes and lizards and a slightly less scary
very large tortoise! (Although it is the tortoise who has caused
more issues mistaking fingers for carrots!).
Students learnt how to safely handle bearded dragons, blue
tongued skinks, a range of tortoises, Royal Pythons and the
very formidable Burmese Python who weighed in at 25kg and
was 3.5m (12 feet) long!
The students were exceptionally well behaved and handled the
animals very carefully with all digits still intact!

We have

organised this activity several times and every time it is great
to see students overcome their initial fears to build up the
confidence to work with the animals.

Dr Dan Rose, Head of Science

Year 8
Knife Crime

In June we learnt about knife crime. We learnt
that knife crime is classed as having a sharp
object and having it to cause harm to someone.
We also know that when a police officer wants
to search you, you must cooperate.
dangerous or sketchy that someone has asked
Hannah Dunnachie, 8AHY
us to do.

Sam Gale, 8FMA
During the lesson, our teacher showed us a
PowerPoint presentation on the different types
of knife crime. This included slang words,
details of police searches and what to do if you
witnessed a knife crime.
The lesson was
interesting and different. Ted Stubbs , 8AHY
Two forms in Year 8 (FMA and MSA) spent the
morning with a police officer who talked to us
about knife crime. She explained to us about
how people will text on their phone using
‘slang/gangster’ words that they will use if they
are planning to do something dangerous. They
would use those words instead of the right
meaning so therefore they would look
innocent if anybody looked through their phone.
It is important because teenagers like me need
to keep safe in any situation and location.

A police woman came to our school and talked
to us about knife crime. She told us about gang
slang and lessons not to carry about knives and
the people who have been affected by knife

crime. Because of this talk, I now feel more
educated about knife crime.

Freddie Austin, 8FMA
In the knife crime lesson, I learnt that attacks
have increased by 59%. Data also shows that it’s
mainly young people who are affected by knife
crime. You could also go to jail for four years if
you are found with a knife. Lily McBeth, 8FMA

“During our usual Drama lesson, we had
a presentation by a police officer from
Thames Valley Police Service about the
increase in knife crime in our area. We
Later on, the police officer was showing us a
also learnt about the language
tragic video about a 17 year old boy who got
stabbed in a park by a boy that was a similar associated with knife crime, and the
age. According to the video, the boy who was impacts that it has upon families in the
injured and the boy who attacked him, were local community.
planning to do something dangerous (also
known as sketchy). It could have been for any
reason such as drugs, smoking or a fight. So, for
us in the future, we have to learn the lesson of
not doing anything or saying yes to something

I found this useful as I now know more
about this horrific crime, and the ways
that we can work together to tackle it.”
Ethan Dolan, 8FMA

cut the front lawns of the houses in my

Duke of
Edinburgh
Award

neighbourhood. I also have done a few

litter picks as well, and this all goes
towards the charity part of the award.
This challenge lasts six months.
The skills challenge runs for three months,
and I decided to learn how to knit.
The last challenge is to go on a two-day
expedition, camping overnight.

In January, this year a group of us, in Year 9,

We must do a lot of preparation for the

began work on the Duke of Edinburgh, Bronze

expedition

Award.

Wednesday we meet in the school hall to learn

To earn our Bronze Award, we have to complete

new skills and plan.

four challenges; physical, skill, charity and

Dr. Sonnex and the group leader teach us about

expedition.

what we need to do on our expedition and life

These must be completed over a

and

currently

after

school

on

period of three to six months.

skills. Unfortunately, due to Covid we have had to

The physical challenge lasts three months and I

stop, but some of the training can be done at

have been playing tennis on a Thursday after

home like map reading, plotting on a map and

school.

putting up a tent, if we have one.

On the weekends, when the weather is good, I

Samual Shave, 9DCO

Sex and Relationships education in school is
becoming ever more important with the
increasing challenges that young people are
facing. On the afternoon of Thursday 8th July,
Year 9 spent time with their tutor groups looking
at different aspects of Sex and Relationships.
Students participated in two different activities.
The first looked at how we view ourselves, the
labels we give ourselves and the labels we give
others. It encouraged students to think about the
way in which we can be quick to label people
based on their appearances, and to refrain from
doing so. How we want to be seen by those
around us is a personal decision, we are all
unique and should never judge or discriminate
against anyone. The second session was led by
myself and Mr Hatton. We discussed the
importance of sexual health and where young
people can go for contraceptive and sexual
health advice. During the session, we also
discussed the signs of a healthy and unhealthy
relationship as well as the law about sexting. We
hope that all students who attended the day feel
empowered to make correct and informed

Sex &
Relationships
Education
decisions about relationships with people they
encounter.

Mrs Winmill, Head of Enriched Curriculum.
On Thursday afternoon we had a talk about sex
education. In forms we learned about gender and
sexual identity and how we see ourselves. We
talked about healthy relationships and sexual
health with Mr Hatton and Mrs Winmill . We formed
a greater understanding about the health options
open to us. Year 9 student
On Thursday the whole of Year 9 had an afternoon
on Sex Ed. We looked at it in our forms and year
group. We looked at topics such as relationships,
sexting, identities and healthy relationships. I
learned how to keep safe and where to go if I need
support. Year 9 student

Modern Foreign
Languages
LA FÊTE DE LA

MUSIQUE
MUSIC DAY
La fête de la musique is on 21st June and it is on
this day because of summer solstice (longest day
of the year).
It is celebrated in 150 other
countries but it originated in France and created
by the Ministry Of Culture. Music day is not like
other days, it celebrates music and the artists
which make it. On music day you can go to
concerts for free and play music in the streets
and restaurants/pubs can stay open longer.
However, the idea of Music Day actually
originated from America by Joel Cohen but the
idea was implemented in France by Jack Lange.
They also have a slogan : Faites de la musique
Fête de la musique in English it is ‘make music ,
celebrate music’. In addition to that, the most
played instrument in France is the guitar but the

most taught instrument in France is the piano.
Overall, this was a very fun topic to learn and
interesting to find out more about the French
culture.

Kitty Saunders, 7LWE
This week, we learnt

about ‘Fête de la
musique’ (music day) in our French lessons and
found out a lot about how important this day is
for the people living in France. I really enjoyed
learning about this topic as we learnt about
different French artists and listened to their
songs, everyone was dancing to the music, which
was lots of fun. We also learnt more about the
history of Music Day and the different
instruments that were used and learnt how to say
them in French. Sophie Drake, 7AW

In our French lessons this week, we learnt about

French radio, which was encouraged across
Music Day. Music Day is a French celebration on France by the Minister of Culture, Jack Lang.
21st June (the same date as the summer Since then it has been a very popular holiday
solstice) which has spread to many countries around France.
across the world. It was first celebrated in the On Music Day or as they say in France La Fête de
year 1982 after American singer Joel Cohen la Musique, all over the country you can play
came up with the idea, while he was working in instruments in the middle of the street and all
concerts are organised which members of the
public can go to free of charge. These concerts
have professional and amateur performers.
Music Day takes place on the summer solstice so
that parties and concerts can go on into the
night. Pubs and restaurants also have special
permission to be open into the night. I really
enjoyed learning about music day because it was
something new which I hadn’t heard of before.

George Fairclough, 7AW

Modern Foreign
Languages
French AS
Experience
At the start of our French AS we were fortunate
enough to visit the cinema to see La Haine. The
cinematic experience really helped bring the
film to life, especially at the dramatic end when
the entire room fell silent in awe. We went on to
analyse the film scene by scene and explore the
themes around French suburban life in the 90s.
The outing gave us a great first-hand
opportunity to immerse ourselves into our
studies and an exciting memory to look back
on. I highly recommend seeing La Haine (in
cinemas if you can), it’s an amazing cultural
film!
Towards the end of our course, we got the
chance to film a parody of La Haine as a ‘thank
you’ video for our teacher going into retirement.
We acted out the main characters with a
personalised script, dressed in our baggiest
clothes and leather jackets. It ended up being
one of the most amusing activities, filled with so
much laughter, and a nice opportunity to simply
have fun and mess about at the end of the year.
If any students were to get the same chance, I

would absolutely recommend it! No matter how
embarrassing it may seem, it was something I
will always look back on with joy!
My experience of AS French over the past year
has been extremely positive and rewarding. The
transition from GCSE to AS was a relief knowing
that all the teachers were there to help. There
was so much support from the language
department,
including
the
invaluable
opportunity to practise our speaking skills every
week with a native speaker (Guillaume).
The advantage of having a small class gave me
the confidence to grow because I felt
comfortable when participating in lessons whether it was simply answering a question to
presenting a PowerPoint on Quebec. The topics
we studied in Year 12 meant we could explore
French culture in more detail, from its heritage
and family politics to the different genres of
francophone music. Overall, I thoroughly
enjoyed AS French and only wish that we were
able to continue! Indira Palle, 12RWS, Alon

Sayegh, 12RWS and Shannon Bennett, 12EDE

Modern Foreign
Languages
German Exchange
Usually at this time of year many of our Year
8 German students are excitedly anticipating
who their German Exchange partners for next
year are going to be. Unfortunately, however,
due to current Covid restrictions we will not be
able to visit our German partner school,
Gymnasium Lechenich, in Wokingham’s twin
town of Erftstadt next year. As an alternative
option this year to help the two schools stay in
contact with each other we are offering
students the opportunity to be partnered
virtually with each other instead. Sadly this
means that there will be no face to face
meetings, but the hope is that students will be
able to get to know each other through
exchanging
e-mails,
WhatsApping,
Instagraming, FaceTiming etc. and ultimately
(if they choose to continue studying German
for GCSE) they will have the opportunity to
meet their partners in 2022/23.
Some students who are keen to take part
have already written their introductory e-mails
to introduce themselves to their partners and
here are a few examples of what they have
written. Mrs Jackson, Teacher of MFL
Lieber (Name)
Hallo ich heiβe James.
Ich wohne in
Wokingham, eine Stadt in Süden von England.
Ich bin 13 Jahre alt. Mein Geburtstag ist am 3.
Januar.
Ich mag gerne Fussball und am Wochenende
spiele ich in einer Fussballmanschaft. Ich bin
der Torwart. Meine lieblings Manschaft is
Crystal Palace und ich unterstütze auch
Hoffenheim, weil ich in Heidelberg für 6 Jahre

gewohnt habe und ich habe viele Spiele im Pre
-0 Arena gesehen. Spielst du auch gern
Fussball?
In der Schule meine liblingsfächer sind Deutsch,
Sport, Geschichte und Erdkunde. Ich mag
.....uberhaupt nicht gerne Theater und Musik,
weil sie langweilig sind. Was sind deine
lieblingsfächer und welche Fächer gefallen dich
nicht?
In
meiner
Freizeit,
spiele
ich
gerne
Computerspiele oder Fussball mit Freunden. Ich
fahre gern Rad. Ich mag nicht Musik hören. Ich
höhre uberhaupt nicht gern Musik in meiner
Freizeit. Ich habe eine Mutter, einen Vater, zwei
Schwestern und einen Hund. Mein Vater heiβt
Gareth, meine Mutter heiβt Nicola, meine
Schwestern heiβen Katie und Emily und meinen
Hund heiβt Dexter und er is ein ZwerkSchnauzer. Ich habe auch Goldfische. Hast du
Geschwister? Hast du einen Haustier?
Mein Vater ist sehr gross und meine Mutter is
sehr nett. Katie ist sportlich mit blonde Haare
und Emily ist suβ mit lockige Haare. Ich liebe
meinen Hund, er ist sehr lustig und er macht
immer Spaβ.
Meine Schwestern machen
Pferdreiten und Gymnastik.
Mein Vater spielt Fussball
und er geht Mountainbiking.
Meine Mutter lieβt gern und
sie ist wirklich kreativ. Was
macht deine Familie? Ich
freue mich bald von dir zu
hoehren. Dexter und ich.

Year 8 student

Modern Foreign
Languages
German Exchange
continued
Guten Tag!
Mein Name ist Annabel und ich bin dreizehn
Jahre alt. Ich wohne in England. Ich habe
braun Augen und braun Haare. Ich bin laut
und ein bisschen nervig aber ich bin auch
lustig und fursorglich. Ich habe zwei
Schwestern und neun cousinen! Meine
Schwestern sind alter als ich and ich habe
zwei alter cousinen. Meine Schwester, Lucy,
ist freunlich und lustig aber sehr laut. Meine
andere Schwester, Charlotte, ist witzig und
ein bisschen gemein aber sehr lustig. Lucy
hat braun Haare und Augen und Charlotte
auch. Meine Schwestern und ich sehen uns
sehr ahnlich. Ich habe keine Haustiere, aber
ich mochte einen Hund. In meiner Freizeit, ich
spiele Flote und Klavier. Ich fahre Rad, ich
gehe ins Kino und ich spiele Netzball. Ich
kickbox auch. Ich spiele gern Netzball denn
ich finde ist irre und cool. Ich spiele nicht gern
Fuβball denn ich finde landweilig. Meine
Schwester spielt auch Netzball. Charlotte,
nicht Lucy. Lucy spielt nie Netzball. Welche
Sportarten treibst du? Hast du Geschwister
oder Haustiere?

Meine Eltern sind immer freundlich und ein
bisschen musikalisch. Meine Schwester heißt
Martha
und
ihr
Geburtstag
ist
am
neunundzwanzigten Juni. Sie ist neun Jahre alt
und sie ist sehr laut aber sie ist total suß. Ich
habe eine Gecko heißt gherkin! In meiner
Freizeit spiele ich oft gern Fußball denn ich
finde es sehr viel Spaß macht. Ich spiele nicht
gern Golf, obwohl mein Vater immer Golf spielt.
Wie heißt du und wann hast du Geburtstag?
Wie alt bist du und hast du Geschwister?

George (Year 8)

I chose to study German at A-Level after really
enjoying the GCSE course, and wanted to
challenge my language skills further. I think
languages at any level are a really valuable
skill both for life and employment, which also
encouraged me to continue German. The
course covered a lot of topics relating to
society, history, and culture, from the attitude
Danke! Auf wiedersehen!
of the German government to atomic energy
Deine Annabel, Year 8
right through to immigration and integration in
the German speaking area. We also looked at
Hallo
German literature and film, which I really
Ich heiße George und ich bin driezehn Jahre enjoyed studying in the context of the fall of
alt. ich habe am funfundzwanzigsten Juli the Berlin Wall and German reunification.
Geburtstag. ich wohne in Wokingham. Dast ist
im suden von England. Ich habe mittellange, I can't wait to continue my language studies at
glatte braune Haare und ich bin klein und university and hopefully use these skills to
mittelgewicht. Auch, ich bin sehr musikalisch, connect with more people in the future, both
ein bisschen faul und lustig und immer professionally and socially.
Freundlich. In meine Familie das ist meine Lauren Upex, 13JBA
Mutter, mein Vater und meine Schwester.

Modern Foreign
Languages
¡Hola!
Out of all of our A-Levels, Spanish is the most

French AS
Spanish Culture
Experience

vibrant and enjoyable. We feel more connected
to the Spanish speaking world through our
lessons that involve current topics such as
women’s rights, the LGBT community and social
media and role models. We have also loved
finding out about the rich culture of Latin
America, for example Mexican artists like Frida
Kahlo, Muslim architecture in Seville and the
colonisation of Latin America. By far the most
enriching aspect of the course is the extra
speaking sessions that offer us the invaluable
opportunity to talk to native speakers and grow about the culture. Furthermore, we have been
in confidence whilst also continuing to learn able to research areas of Spanish culture that
interest us and present to the class, broadening
and sharing our knowledge. We are so grateful
for the Spanish department for being so
supportive and teaching us a skill that unlocks

so many opportunities.
Learning Spanish opens doors and we would
encourage anyone considering it to give it a go.
We are so excited to travel and explore the
culture and countries that we have been
learning about and many of us are now
considering doing Spanish at university.

Lucy Ellinor, 12EJA Emma Pill, 12IN and Emily
St Clair, 12,RWS

HEAD TEAM
NEWS
seems to have flown by, as it seems like only

Farewell to the Head Team
of 2020-2021

yesterday I was staring at my laptop doing my
hustings speech. Even though this has been an

incredibly unpredictable year, I believe that as
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the

a Head Team we have still managed to make

staff and fellow students for creating the most

an impact within the school community. From

supportive,

enthusiastic

taking part in virtual open evenings and Sixth

environment during my time in the Head Team.

Form inductions to laying the foundations for

Looking back at my first hustings speech, it’s so

new student roles within the school, I have

rewarding to see that a lot of what we strived to

learnt so much throughout this year. I am very

achieve has taken place. My position as Chair of

grateful for the chance I have been given by

the Welfare Committee has enabled me to

the school and I will never forget the

voice my values surrounding mental health, as

experiences I have had as Deputy Head Boy.

well as to hear the concerns of other students,

Deputy Head Boy, Joshua Wenstrom

creative

and

developing a partnership with the council’s
Mental Health Support Team.

My time in the Head Team has been one of the

Adapting to the virtual side of St. Crispin’s has

most exciting and most challenging years of

been a challenge, but an amazing learning

my life, and without the bonds that I have

curve and the great effort made by staff to

formed with my fellow team members, there

retain the arts through the mediums of

would be no way that I could have achieved

professional recordings, music videos and

everything that I have done. I am so lucky to

livestreams has been yet another reminder of

have had the opportunity to work with these

the adaptability and passion sourced in our

guys.

teachers. Despite being tainted with a little

Whilst we often refer to the Head Team as a

sadness that this part of my journey is closing,
the

overwhelming

feeling

that

I have

is

gratitude. The dream of being in the Head
Team has certainly lived up to expectations,

and it’s been a tremendous privilege to
represent the Sixth Form and lower school
alongside the incredible Ellie, Fynn and Josh.
Head Girl, Megan Smith

group of four students the reality is we
wouldn’t get much done without the guiding
hand of Mrs Bennetts. She truly is the most
important member of the Head Team and I’d

like to thank her for making my tenure as Head
Boy as productive as it has been.
Being in the Head Team has been one of the
best experiences of my life, while it has most

I have thoroughly enjoyed every moment as a

certainly been stressful and nerve-racking, I

member of the Head Team this past year. It

would love to do it all over again.

HEAD TEAM
NEWS
One of the things I look back most fondly on was experience to any other student thinking about
our first string of assemblies. We stood in front joining the Head Team in the future.
of every year group and gave a short speech on Deputy Head Girl, Ellie Graham
the student council committee we chaired. This
moment means a lot to me because it was our
first as a team and our first nervous appearance
to the school. Being a part of the Head Team
this year, has given me so many opportunities to

Welcome to the Head Team
of 2021-2022

grow and to develop many of my skills, as well
as allowed me to make some of my best friends
ever.

I really hope that everyone in the lower school
thinking about going to the Sixth Form puts
themselves forward for the Head Team because
I can assure you that you will not regret it and
you will wish that it would never come to an end.
Head Boy, Fynn Jordan
At the start of July 2020 Fynn, Megan, Josh and I can’t wait to get started as a member of St.
I sat on a Zoom call and collated a list of what Crispin’s Head Team! This role is a once in a
we would all like to achieve out of our positions lifetime opportunity, so I want to make every
on the Head Team. Whilst many of our bigger second count. The most important thing for me is
goals were unattainable due to restrictions, our to ensure that every idea is listened to so that the
personal goals were undeniably achieved.

Head Team can try our very best to turn them

The role of Deputy Head Girl has been the most into a reality. The last year has been challenging
rewarding opportunity and has allowed me to for the whole St. Crispin’s community so as part of
develop new skills as well as a new friendship the whole school committee I would love to
between the Head Team.
rekindle the sense of togetherness in the school. I
Whilst I reference the bond between the 4 have learnt so many new skills throughout my

members, the 5th member is undoubtedly the time here and I hope that all of you feel that there
most important. I would like to thank Mrs are countless opportunities for you to make

Bennetts for all the help she has provided us memories, meet new people and develop lifelong
with over the past 12 months. Finally, I would like skills at St. Crispin’s.
to wish the new Head Team luck over the next
year and wholeheartedly recommend this

Head Boy, Adam Hancock

HEAD TEAM
NEWS
I feel honoured to be part of the Head Team
and I am so excited to be able to represent the
school and your views. I would never have

Welcome to the Head Team of
2021-2022 continued

expected such a brilliant position when I joined
many years ago. St. Crispin’s has become such

I am honoured to have been chosen for the

an amazing part of my life, and I can't wait to

Head Team, and I am really looking forward to

get to know more students and teachers

working with you all on upcoming projects in our

across the school and to be able to improve

school community. I hope that you will feel

my

skills

comfortable to approach me about anything

with everyone and I really hope to make a

you would like, because I am here to represent

positive impact on the school community! I am

what you as students think is important! After St.

a very passionate drama student and I love

Crispin’s, I am planning on going to university to

acting and hope to study it at university after

study Illustration

Sixth Form.

Deputy Head Girl, Alice Walters

Deputy Head Boy, Elliott Jedras

It is an honour to become your new Head Girl! I

leadership

and

communication

am excited to provide many new and exciting
opportunities for you all and look forward to
working with you on new and upcoming projects
and committees. I hope to use this role in
collaboration with the rest of the team as well as
yourselves to ensure that everyone has a voice
in the way our school develops. I am always
happy to listen to new ideas, worries or
concerns and hope to be a friendly and
welcoming face at St. Crispin’s. After leaving the
Sixth Form, I would like to study criminal or
corporate law at university and feel that this
position is great experience for leadership,

commitment and professionalism. I hope to take
the skills I develop from this position and apply
them to training for my future career as a
Are you thinking of… going to Drama School? Studying
Drama at University? Or auditioning for a production
company? Then join our Alumni for a Live Q&A to hear all
about the process and beyond! Coming soon!

lawyer.
Head Girl, Ella Hawkins

YEAR 11
LEAVERS

Wishing you all the very best of luck!

SIXTH FORM
NEWS

Futures
Fair
The Futures Fair gave the Sixth Form the opportunity to speak with
many different universities and apprenticeship providers. We could ask
them anything from questions about entry requirements, courses,
qualifications offered to what life in the area is like. There was also the
opportunity to attend talks held by different speakers on topics such as
applying to university through UCAS, held by Loughborough University,
where we were talked through setting up our UCAS account and given

advice on writing personal statements. As we haven’t been able to
attend in person open days yet, the Futures Fair provided a valuable
opportunity for researching different pathways after Sixth Form and
was helpful in narrowing down where to apply to. Holly Doel, 12EDE
The virtual Futures Fair started off with an introductory talk on applications and personal
statements delivered by Loughborough University which provided useful information on how to
apply through UCAS, what to include in personal statements and how to track your application.
Matt from Loughborough also gave us lots of humorous examples of what not to write in your
personal statement! After this, the live video calls started which gave students a range of
opportunities to talk with various universities and apprenticeship providers. This gave us a great
insight into the facilities at various universities and also useful tips on applying to specific courses.
After the live video calls were the Introduction to Apprenticeships talk by Advisa and the Oxbridge
Q&A with University College Oxford. Both offered relevant information on different opportunities.

Tom Pollinger, 12RWS

SIXTH FORM
NEWS
In one of our skills development sessions, Peter
Rawling came to the school to give us a talk
about the UCAS process. This was a very useful

and insightful presentation which allowed us to
gain knowledge about everything we needed to

Skills Development
Personal Statement
Presentation

know to write a good personal statement.
Peter talked about many things, including; what
sort of skills top universities are looking for in personal statements, giving us ideas on what we
applicants, the types of evidence we could could add to ours, and some which were not so
possibly include and the best way to construct a credited, allowing us to see what we should avoid

Futures
things I learnt was how important it was to talk which allowed me to gain a better
provide evidence for the skills you have gained understanding of Fair
the whole UCAS process and
personal statement. One of the most useful including in ours. Overall, this was a beneficial

over the years. Peter emphasised this and provided me with information that I will be able

provided examples of how we could show this. to use when coming to write my own personal
Furthermore, he showed examples of good statement. Penelope Bowker, 12EJA

Skills Development
During

our

skills

development
session, we received
a talk from a guest
speaker,

Dr Browning - Sleep
Expert

Dr.

Browning, who is an

to stop using electronics before bed and much

expert in sleep.

more.

She came to educate us on how to get proper It was great to receive this talk before mock
sleep and various techniques we can implement exams, considering how crucial it is to get decent
to get the most beneficial rest possible. She rest during examination periods. It benefits our
mentioned some fascinating facts, such as wellbeing, health and allows us to perform at our
taking a shower before bed can help you fall best. Due to this I was able to ensure I was
asleep faster because after a hot shower our focusing on getting good quality sleep.
body temperature drops, just like when you fall Amy MacDonald, 12EJA
asleep. Also, how many hours we should get and

SIXTH FORM
NEWS
Presenting

for

the

Wellington

College

Wellington
College
Academic Symposium

Symposium was an incredible opportunity.
Each school that participated was given an

academic subject to present about (e.g.
Medicine, Geography, etc.) I was so honoured
to be picked to present History for St. Crispin’s.
I am studying A-Level History and it was
difficult at first to pick a specific topic to talk
about! However, in the end I chose to write a

other schools that participated. Giving the

presentation about the British colonization of

presentation was a thrilling experience. I learnt

America and it’s lasting effect on both nations

to control my nerves and it was very

throughout history.

interesting to hear all the other presentations –

and ethics of colonization during my research.

Futures
everyone that presented was fantastic! All the
Fair
participants were asked questions at the end

The process of planning and writing the

and I enjoyed sharing my passion for history in

presentation helped in developing skills that

the answers I gave.

would be beneficial to my studies, such as

Overall, the Symposium went really well. I

organisation and making decisions, as well as

learnt so much and having the Sixth Form and

research skills.

History department support me along the way

The Symposium took place on May 27th, where

greatly contributed to the overall success of

I was accompanied by Mrs Collett during my

my presentation.

virtual meeting with Wellington College and the

Ruth Opiela, 12RWS

It was very interesting to explore the morals

Business

Lucy Ashley came in to present to Year 12 Economics students,

Speaker

She now works as an investment banker in London, specialising

who was a previous St. Crispin’s student who left Year 13 in 2010.
in hedge funds. Lucy spoke to our students about her career
pathway (she graduated from London School of Economics)
and what it is like working in investment banking.

She also

explained the difference between stocks, bonds and a range of
other financial derivatives and what financial customers expect
from their investments.

The difference between trading long

and short was also discussed.

I also found an old essay

amongst my files!

Mrs Mitchell, Head of Business & Economics

A-Level Biologists
Biodiversity
otherwise be carried out by
machinery.

For

example,

wetlands buffer the effects of

heavy rainfall and prevent
flooding and this has been
estimated to have a value of
£1.5 billion annually. Other
organisms such as smooth
newts from our school pond
play vital roles in moving
nutrients between the land

and

water,

allowing

both

habitats to flourish.
Whilst we have not built a wetlands area (yet!),
we have developed a large area where we have
introduced different management routines with
The brief appearance of the sun several months

the intent of showing students how to develop an

ago gave our A-Level Biologists a chance to get

area

involved in developing the biodiversity around

biodiversity, with the added impact of providing

the school.

food for local wildlife.

Following delivery of 400 saplings,

of

particular

beauty

and

raise

the

several teams of students, including Year 7 and

Our area is divided into 5 zones, with some areas

8 in Science Club, our science technicians and

being regularly cut, others cut annually, some

our A-Level students took part in a big tree

rotavated and some have had blankets over

plant.

winter to kill off the grass.

Over the last 7 years we have continued to Our A-Level Biologists have now planted one
develop our biodiversity area with the aim of zone with a whole range of tree species which will
providing an interesting habitat for students to provide further food for birds and insects and
study.

also shade the grass, creating further habitats.

I am sure many parents will have memories of This will create a resource that all year groups
throwing a quadrat (possibly over a fence) and can access to carry out more engaging field
counting daisies. However, we want to really work. I would like to thank members of the green
educate our students on the role of biodiversity, team who regularly visit the area and remove
whether that is the headline grabbing impact of litter, helping to develop the area.
pollinators or the lesser known importance of Dr Dan Rose, Head of Science
many species in providing “services” that would

SPORTS
NEWS

Sports
Day
On Friday 9th July students took part in Sports Day. Each year group competed individually with those
not racing supporting from the side lines accompanied by their tutors. Key Stage 3 students
participated in traditional races including the 100m, 300m and relay races. We had some incredibly
exciting and tense races with students battling for first place right until the very end. As it was Year
10s last Sports Day at St. Crispin’s they competed in slightly less traditional, fun races such as the egg
and spoon race, 100m skipping and a dress up race which required the students to get dressed up in
different elements of cricket gear at 25m stations. The races were very amusing to watch but were
still very tense and exciting with every participant putting in 100% effort.
Overall the whole day was a huge success, the fact it was gloriously sunny was an added bonus! On
behalf of the PE department we would like to thank and congratulate every student who competed,
your effort and determination was amazing to see and made the races very exciting to watch . Also
thank you to everyone on the side lines supporting, your cheering really motivated the competitors
and created a great atmosphere. We would also like to thank tutors and Heads of Year for your
support throughout the day, your tutees were really grateful for your encouragement. And of course
a HUGE congratulations to the winning forms, 7LRY, 8TRO, 9JA and 10AWS, well done!!

Miss Cross, Teacher of PE

Pictured left Year 7 handball

Pictured below Year 8 handball

Inter-Form
Competition

had learnt throughout the day. The handball
games were also really competitive and everyone
played really well, especially as it’s a sport not
everyone is too familiar with. We had some stand
out performances in Year 7, the games were
really high scoring and the technical skill used was

Over the past couple of weeks Years 7, 8, 9 and
10 competed in inter-form competitions. Years 7,
8 and 9 competed in football, handball and
orienteering and Year 10 competed in rounders
and softball. We had amazing participation from
everyone who took part. It was great to see
everyone enjoying the sunshine and having fun.
Everyone was impeccably behaved and it was

great to see such fantastic sportsmanship and
support from all students for both their team
mates and opponents.
All the individual sporting events were great and
the effort and enthusiasm from all participants
was fantastic. Every footballer played amazingly
well and contributed to the competitive and
thrilling nature of the games. Some stand out
performances were from Year 8 and 9. The
matches were so close that the overall winner
came down to the last match which was very
exciting to watch! We had some very enthusiastic
orienteers who learnt some complex map skills
and how to better their teamwork skills. The final
timed course was very competitive and allowed
the students to successfully apply the skills they

fantastic.

The

Year

10

events

were

highly

competitive and it was great to see everyone
having fun for their last inter-form competition. All
the rounders and softball matches were very
exciting and everyone demonstrated a high level
of skill.
On behalf of the PE department we would like to
say

a

huge

thank

you

to

everyone

who

participated in the competitions and a massive
well done for all your great effort and enthusiasm.
You all represented your form groups perfectly. It
was also great to see tutors out supporting their
tutees from the side-lines.

Miss Cross , Teacher of PE

WORK RELATED
LEARNING

Rebecca Dean and Anna Finlason are the St.
Crispin’s School Careers Advisers and they come
into your school every week

Please come and see them for
information, advice and guidance on:







Careers
Job Hunting and CVs
Apprenticeships
University
Choosing option
Next steps

Ask your Tutor or Head of Year for an
appointment. From September we will be based in
the Library.
Adviza Wokingham
Wokingham Library, Denmark Street
Tel: 0118 9647400
Mob: 07747476781

For live opportunities
and careers advice
check out the display
board outside the
careers office or visit
the careers section in
the school library.

Full details are on the website

PTA
NEWS
We’re really hoping for a return to ‘normality’

more than ever.

in the winter when, fingers crossed, we’ll

The PTA only sells

welcome back our popular comedy night!

on

St

Crispins

Plus our much anticipated Quiz Night - Mr

uniform

but

Blyth can’t wait to don his gold jacket again!!

School Days will

We’re also looking forward to once again

also

supporting the school by selling refreshments

trousers, white shirts and skirts. There is a pink

at events and holding uniform sales.

bin in the school reception for School Days as

We’ve continued to sell uniform throughout the

well as in Tesco, Morrisons and Sainsbury's.

pandemic - raising over £1,100 this academic

Donations for the PTA should be left at school

year - and need more stock, so If you have

reception.

any school uniform or PE kit that your child

Anything that can't be re-used gets donated to

has grown out of, please donate at the school

the Blue Cross for the ragman to make use of.

reception.

So nothing goes to waste and nothing goes in

Not only do we re-sell uniform to raise funds

landfill!

for the school but we also share with School
Days, a charity that helps families, and with so

We especially need small sizes of everything for
the new Year 7s please.

many now in great need their help is required

Thank you.

take

PTA
NEWS

IMPORTANT
DATES

Term Dates
Term Dates—2021/2022

Dates for
the Diary

Autumn Term 2021
Inset days: Wednesday 1st September, Thursday 2nd September
and Monday 29th November
Friday 3rd September start for Year 7 and 12 only
Term starts Monday 6th September for remaining year groups
Monday 6th September—Friday 17th December
Half term: Monday 25th October— Friday 29th October

Spring Term 2022
No inset days
Wednesday 5th January— Friday 8th April
Half term: Monday 21st February— Friday 25th February

Please be advised
that trips and
events for the
academic year
2021/2022 have
not yet been
confirmed. We will
publish details in
September.

Support our
Library

The annual National Book Tokens Prize Draw is
back with the possibility of winning books for the
school. Could you take a few minutes to
nominate St. Crispin’s for this prize. You could
win £5,000 worth of books for our school and
£100 worth of book tokens for yourself! The

more people who enter the greater our chances
of winning so if you can persuade family and
friends to enter on our behalf too that would be
amazing! https://www.nationalbooktokens.com/
schools

Lego Mind Storm success

The Robotics Challenge which was

Closing date is 31st July 2021. Thank you.

led by Engineering UK and the
Helsington Foundation in partnership

with the Royal Air Force and supported by Rolls-Royce and
Network Rail gave students the opportunity to take part in a
virtual Lego Mindstorm challenge this year.
Derek Walters, Head of the Helsington Foundation, said: “We’re
delighted to have created and given ongoing support to the
EEP Robotics Challenge. It provides young people with an
opportunity to develop core Maths, Physics, IT and coding skills

that can open doors to an exciting career in engineering.
Arav Sahoo put a lot of time and effort into learning how to
programme his robot. He then took video footage of his robot
in action and his efforts paid off when he was awarded the
challenge prize.

Mrs Beglin, Teacher of STEM/Art and Design

